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Abstract 

This study investigates the conversational use of reactive tokens (RTs) in Taiwanese. The data 
consist of a two-hour recording of radio call祖 programs. There are 剖together 4517 utterances tran
scribed, with 52 speakers involved, 48 of them being male. The framework is based on Clancy et al九
study (1996). In the coruse of classification, however, some of their definitions of RTs are shown to be 
problematic. First, Taiwanese RTs are not necessarily "contÌnuers" because 29% of them are followed 
by extended talk by the same speaker. Second, RTs are not necessarily affirmative in nature. In some 
contexts, discoursal negatives (e.g. 'boe7' & 'b05') also quali句， as RTs. Third, the location of an RT 
candidate seems to outweigh its semantic meaning. Fourth, following their definitions strictly would lead 
to a rather serious conflict between form and function. Further clarífication is hence required. The re
sults are as follows. The presence of RTs in Taiwanese telephone conversation is indeed massive. An 
RT occurs eve可 3.83 IUs. When deprived of visual 剖品， Taiwanese speakers are in fact, far more ver
bally active in giving interactional support. Next, the RT use is observed to be affected by channel of 
communication, degree of familiari可 or formali旬， the topic, the interactants' communicative intentions 
and skills of turn management, and personal s句les. The tenden句 to place RTs at transition relevance 
places is clear. 93% of them appear after pragmatic completion points. Moreover, the distribution is 
somehow related to such interactional devices as utterance-final particles and tag/ confirmation ques
tions. Last, the vast majority of the 334 non-floor-supporting RTs occur affter possible global pragmatic 
completion points. 
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Introduction 

Over the past few years, reactive tokens (RTs) 

have attracted much interest. One of the most rep

resentative studies in this topic is Clancy et a l. 
(1996), which initiates to define RT as a short ut

terance produced by an interlocutor who is playing 

a listener's role during the other interlocutor's 

speakership. In their cross-linguistic study, the use 

of RTs in Mandarin Chinese, J apanese and English 

is compared and the rate of RTs in Mandarin con

versation is found to be the lowest. lt is therefore 

implied that "interactional and a宜'ective considera

tions" do not play so important a role in Mandarin 

or any other Chinese language conversation as they 

d,?" in Jåpanese or English (p .380). Such a conclu

sion about Mandarin conversational use of RTs is 

, highly questionable because it is b品ed on. an analy

sÌs of a "23-minute" tape of "face-to-face" conver

sations between "21" Mandarin speakers. The sam

ple is not representative enough. Moreover, it is 

very likely that other variables such as channel of 

communication, relationship between the partici

pants, topic, etc. come into play, thereby making 

the interpretation of the results extremely compli

cated. More studies are therefore required to fur-








































